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Abstract We study charged fluid spheres under the 4-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell space-time. The 
solutions thus obtained admitting conformal motion We also investigate whether the solutions set provide 
electromagnetic mass models such that the physical parameters including the gravitational mass anse from the 
electromagnetic field alone In this connection three cases are studied here in detail with the propositions (1) 
p = -p, (2) <rex/2 = <r0 and (3) 8vp -E2 =p0 where A p, cr are respectively the usual matter density, fluid 
pressure and charge density of the spherical distnbution Based on these assumptions several features are 
explored which seems physically very interesting 
Keywords Charged fluid sphere, electromagnetic mass, conformal motion 
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1. Introduction 
There is a fairly long history of investigations regarding the nature of the mass of electron. 
While studying the interaction of charged particles Thomson [1] found that the kinetic 
energy of a charged sphere increases by its motion through a medium of finite specific 
inductive capacity. He pointed out that the increase in the kinetic energy was due to the 
self induced magnetic field of the charged sphere and came to the conclusion that "the 
effect of electrification is the same as if the mass of the sphere were increased ...". This 
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investigation was improved upon by Heaviside [2] showing that the mass of a uniformly 
moving charged body varied with velocity. Searle [3] extended this again as that the 
energy of a charged body and hence its mass increases with velocity. Later on Kaufmann 
[4-8] conducted a series of experiments on beta rays and established the dependence of 
the electron mass on velocity. He [5] showed that one-third of the fast moving electron 
mass is of electromagnetic origin. However, Abraham [9] speculated that the electron 
mass was completely of electromagnetic origin. This result insisted Kaufmann [8] to re-
analyze his experimental data and he found that the mass of the electron is purely of 
electromagnetic origin. 
Under this illuminated background, therefore, Lorentz [10] proposed his model for 
extended electron and conjuctured that "there is no other, no 'true* or 'materiaP mass", 
and thus provides only 'electromagnetic masses of the electron'1. Wheeler [12] and Wilczek 
[13] pointed out that electron has a "mass without mass" whereas Feynman, Leighton 
and Sands [14] termed this type of models as "electromagnetic mass models". Following 
the idea of electromagnetic mass (EMM) a lot of works have been carried out by several 
authors [15-23] under the framework of general relativity where space-time geometry is 
assumed to be associated with the presence of matter. 
On the other hand to search the natural relation between geometry and matter through 
the Einstein equations it is convenient to use inheritance symmetry. The well known 
inheritance symmetry is the symmetry under conformal killing vectors (CKV) which can 
be given by L£gi} = y/g/y where L is the Lie derivative operator and v is the conformal 
factor. Here it is supposed that the vector £ generates the conformal symmetry and then 
the metric g is conformally mapped onto itself along £. In this connection it is to be 
noted that neither £ nor y need to be static even though one considers a static metric 
[24,25]. It can be seen in the literature that due to this and several other properties CKVs 
provide a deeper insight into the space-time geometry connected to astrophysical and 
cosmological realm [26-31]. 
Now the above works on EMM models [15-23] have been performed either in AD or 
higher dimensional space-time under general relativity. Therefore, our motivation in the 
present investigation is to include CKV and see whether conformal motion admits EMM 
models or not. To do so we have considered here static spherically symmetric charged 
perfect fluid distribution under AD general relativity and studied three cases : (1) p ~ -p, 
(2) aeA/2=(T0 and (3) 8 ; r p - £ 2 = p 0 where A ACT are respectively the usual matter 
density, fluid pressure and charge density of the spherical distribution. The scheme of the 
present investigations are as follows : Sections 2 and 3 are related to the Einstein field 
equations with CKV and their solutions for the three cases. In the concluding Section 4, 
some remarks are made. 
1
 tt would be historically very interesting to note that even after these profound theoretical and 
experimental results Einstein [11] himself believed that "... of the energy constituting matter three-
quarters is to be ascribed to the electromagnetic field, and one-quarter to the gravitational field". 
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2. Einstein-Maxwell field equations in 4-dimensional space-time 
The static spherically symmetric space-time is taken as 
ds2 =-evindt2+eMr)dr2 + r2(d02+sin2ddt2)
 (1 ) 
where v and X are the metric potentials and functions of radial coordinate r only. 
Now, the Einstein field equations for the case of charged fluid source are 
G;=*;- lg^ = -v[r;<*>+r;<™>] (2) 
where Tjlm) and TJ{em) are, respectively, the energy-momentum tensor components for 
the matter source and electromagnetic field. The explicit forms of these tensors are given 
by 
Tj^^ip + pyu^pg], 
7"'(«n) ]_ 
1
 An 
V-^'A.F-
(3) 
(4) 
where p, p and u' are, respectively, matter-energy density, fluid pressure and velocity 
four-vector of a fluid element (with ujjf = 1). 
The Maxwell electromagnetic filed equations are given by 
[(-flf) , /2F*]v = 4^(-f l f) , / 2 , (5) 
F P M ) = 0 < (6) 
where the electromagnetic field tensor F(J is related to the electromagnetic potentials through 
the relation Fi} = A, 4 - AJ, which is equivalent to the eq. (6). Jn the above equation J1 is 
the current four-vector satisfying j1
 = au', where a is the charge density, and * = 8;r. 
We have considered the relativistic unit for which G = c = 1. Here and in what follows a 
comma denotes the partial derivative with respect to the coordinates. 
In view of above, therefore, the Einstein-Maxwell field equations can be given as 
-* 
-A 
---I r r2_ 
' 1 i/'1 
— r + - T = 8^ /? + E2, 
-T + -\--T = 8xp-E\ 
(7) 
(8) 
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2 
l{v'f + v--lAV + l(v'-A') = 8TTP + E2 (9) 
and 
(r2EJ = Anr V e A/2 (10) 
The electric field E in the above eq. (10) can equivalently be expressed in the form 
E(r) = l U„r2<reA/2dr = ^ 
r I r 
q(r) 
(11) 
where q(r) is the total charge of the sphere under consideration. 
It is interesting to note that the eqs. (7) and (8) provide an essential relationship 
between the metric potentials and the physical parameters p and p as follows 
e~*(i>' + A') = effr{p + p). (12) 
Again, eq. (7) may be expressed in the general form as 
2M(r) 
e'*=1--
where M(r), known as the active gravitational mass, takes the form 
(13) 
M(r) = 4;r | 
oL 
£2" 
"
+87 r*dr (14) 
Let us now consider the problem of charged fluid sphere under conformal motion through 
CKV which can be given by 
The above eq. (15) give the following set of expressions 
?v' =
 v, 
(15) 
£4 = C, = constant, 
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These, therefore, readily imply that 
e v = C f r 2 , 
e 
(16) 
(17) 
where C2 and C3 are integration constants. 
3. Electromagnetic mass models with conformal motions 
Now using solutions (16) and (17), the eqs. (28)-(9) take the following form 
1 1-4 — Sxp + E, 
(18) 
(19) 
1- 3 / = -8;rp + E2 (20) 
V^ 2 2y/y/' 
C,V ^ 
= 8;rp + E2 (21) 
From the above eqs. (19H21), in a straight forward way, one can get the values for E, p 
and p as 
:2_1 ±fi_Vl,2vV 
<?J rC: (22) 
8;rp
-27-7cT (23) 
a ™ - 1 . W ' 2^2 (24) 
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In the following subsections we shall consider three different cases to get exact analytical 
solutions in connection to relativistic charged fluid spheres with conformal motion 
3 1 Case-I p = - p 
It is already mentioned in the introductory part that there is a special kind of solution 
known in the literature as electromagnetic mass (EMM) models where all the physical 
parameters, including the gravitational mass, are arising from the electromagnetic field 
alone have been extensively studied by several researchers [11,14-23] In this connection 
it is interesting to note that most of these investigators exploit an equation of state 
p = - p with the equation of state parameter co = -1 which is a very common feature in 
the context of accelerating phase of the present Universe2 The equation of state of this 
type implies that the matter distribution under consideration is in tension and hence the 
matter is known in the literature as a 'false vacuum' or 'degenerate vacuum' or' p -vacuum 
[36-39] 
To consider the above mentioned equation of state let us use the eqs (19) and (20) 
which provide the unique relation 
r
2Cl ^2(v'-
rV'') = Q7rr(P + P) (25) 
Therefore, the eq (25), due to the ansatz p + p = 0 , gives the value for '/' as either 
y/ = 0 or i// = y/0r , where y/0 is an integration constant 
Now, by the use of non-zero value of y the exact analytical form for all the physica' 
parameters can be given as 
_1_ 
2r2 8 ; r
p:= — ~ 3 C 4 2 , (26) 
8/rp = - — + 3C42, (27) 
r2 _ <72 _ _ 1 
2r2 
E2
-TF = ^  <28> 
' - • & » • ( 2 9 > 
2
 In general, the matter density p > 0 and flutd pressure p < 0 However, there are some special 
cases available in the literature where p<0 and hence p > 0 [32-35] 
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= e^=C4 2r2 , (30) 
where y0 /C3 = C4-
Hence, the total gravitational mass m(r = a), which we get after matching of the 
Interior solution to the exterior Reissner-NordstrOm solution on the boundary, can be 
calculated as 
q(a) 1 
m{a) = M(a) + ^ = ^(3-4C2q2)q (31) 
It can be observed from the eq. (29) that vanishing charge density a makes y/0 = 0 - C4. 
This implies E2 = B7rp = -8xp = l/2r2 and 
e' = e'A = 0 . Thus A p and E2 have 1/r2 
behaviour with proportionality constants 
1/16^,-1/16^ and 1/2, respectively. In 
case of non-zero C4 the values of Znp and 
8/rp would be shifted in opposite directions 
by an amount 3C4 with respect to E2. We 
also observe that a has got Mr behaviour 
00 
and e' = e'A oc r2. Interestingly, the 
vanishing charge q does turn the total 
gravitational mass m, as expressed in the 
above eq. (31), into an EMM as expected 
under the ansatz p + p = 0. In a similar 
way all the other physical parameters 
involved in the eqs. (26H30) vanish due to 
vanishing charge. These results imply that 
conformal motion does admit this type of 
EMM model. However, a close observation 
demands that as mass must not be 
negative so the above expression for mass 
puts a limit on C4 with a fixed charge q, 
as the second term must be smaller than 
the first one, which implies C4 < j3/2q. 
Thus charge q limits the proportionality 
constants for a% ev and e~A and also the 
departure of bnp and 8;rp from E2. We 
plot all these observable parameters in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The upper, middle and lower panels 
represent plots for 8/rp(=-8;rp),<7 and 
e' (=d~') . The solid, dashed, long-dashed and 
chain curves correspond to C4 
0.6 cm~1, respectively. 
0.0, 0.2, 0.4 and 
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3.2. Case-ll: crexl2 = cr0: 
Let us consider here the ansatz in such a way that the charge density remains constant, 
say o*0 [17,35,23]. This is the charge density of the spherical fluid distribution at the 
centre r = 0. 
For the above assumption of constant charge density case the eq. (11) leads to a 
proportionality between E2 and t2 as given by 
E2 = Ar2, (32) 
where /\ = 16^T2CTO/9 is the proportionality constant. 
Substitution of eq. (22) in eq. (32) yields 
.2 1 2Ar* = 
' 3 
r 2 ^ 2<,v 
I r^\ 7c2 <33> U  I 
By solving above eq. (33) we get 
^ 2 = C r 2 + ^ | - [ l + 2/lr4] (34) 
where C is an integration constant. 
Expressions for p and p in eqs. (23) and (24), thus take the following forms 
8;r/> = — T - 2 > 4 r 2 - 3 C 5 f (35) 
%np = ^  + AAr2+ZCs (36) 2rz 
where C5 = C/cf 
Therefore, the total gravitational mass m(r = a) here can be given by 
.
 x a C5a3 MA 5 
m ( a ) = = 4 — 2 + ~ 5 ' ( * 
The condition, m(a) > 0 restricts C5 as 
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For the typical values of the physical parameters g = 1.38 x 10~34 cm, a = 1.0 * 
10~16cmand <r0 =3g/4;ra3 =3.29x10 1 3 crrr2 (in relativistic units) we get A = 1.9 * 1028 
cm'2 and hence C6 < 5.0 x 1031. The eq. (35) for 8;rp and eq. (36) for 8;rp are represented 
by the interference of three terms. The first and second term become comparable to each 
other around r = rcriticai. For r « rcrjttcal, second term in both the eqs. (35) and (36) are 
negligibly small compared to the first term i.e. Mr2. In this case, eq. (35) reads as 
inp = V^2 - 3C5 . which is the same expression obtained for Case-I (p = -p) but with a 
very small limit on the integration constant. On the other hand, eq. (36) reads as 
8/Tp = 1/r2 +3C5 but with a different sign for the integration constant. Here, unlike Case-
I, we do not have the condition p = - p . For the case, r » rcrihcat, it is the second term 
that dominates and the first term becomes negligibly small. 
Now, the relationship between the electric charge and intensity of electric field being 
q(r)2 = E2r2, the eq. (32) reduces for the total charge to 
q(a) = y/Aa\ (39) 
Here q = 0 does not imply a = 0 as we obtained it in the previous case (q = a/>/2 in the 
eq (28)) rather it provides the result < r 0 =0 . Therefore, substitution of this 
in the eq. (37) does not make the above gravitational mass 
to vanish for the vanishing electric charge. However, for a0 = 0 the constant A becomes 
zero. This immediately implies that for the gravitational mass to vanish the condition to 
be imposed here is C5 = l/2a2 whereas for the energy density and fluid pressure this is 
C5 = ± l / 6 r 2 . Therefore, we get a unique condition for EMM model which can be given by 
rcnt,cai = a / V 3 a n d c a n b e referred as the critical radius for EMM in connection to Lorentz's 
type extended electron. This means that not the mass of the whole spherical body 
rather only a sphere of radius up to 0.57a (with a - 10~16 cm [40]) is of electromagnetic 
in origin and the rest of the mass in the form of the shell is of ordinary gravitational 
mass. 
3.3.Case-///: 8 / r p - E 2 = p 0 : 
Following the previous case of constant charge density let us consider here the ansatz 
for a constant pressure, say p0 which is the central pressure of the fluid sphere and 
makes balance between the attractive fluid pressure and repulsive Coulombian force as 
an effective pressure (Peffective)- In reality the physical situation may not be so 
simple rather very complicated one. However, we assume 8;rp - E2 = p0 for mathematical 
simplicity and would like to study an idealized charged fluid model with conformal 
motion. 
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Now, from eq. (17), one can get an expression for w as 
y2=^-(lW2)- (40) 
Hence all the other parameters can be obtained as 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
e
~
A
 ^ O + A / 2 ) . (44) 
8np-
8np 
e'' = 
= -Po 
= Po + 
cy, 
1 
1 
6r2 ' 
2=J_ 
6r2 
E 2  (45) 
The total gravitational mass m(r = a) in this case can be expressed as 
^(^--[y-Poa3]. (47) 
We observe that E2 and a with respect to their values of the case I (i.e. p = ~P ) are 1/ 
3 and 1/^3 times smaller, respectively. The a" oc r2 with a proportionality constant C\ 
For E2 = %xp, p0 is zero. This implies that E2 = 8xp = 24^? too has Mr2 behaviour and 
e~A with a value 1/3 is a constant. For the case E 2 *8;zp, eq. (47) applies an upper 
limit on the choice of p0 such that p0 = 8/rp - E2 < 5/2a2 . The lower limit being 0 (as 
negative p0 means 8;rp < E 2 ) we should limit p0 between 0 and 5/2a2. It can, therefore, 
be easily observed that for the condition p0 = 5/2a2 the above gravitational mass becomes 
EMM whereas for p the condition is p0 = 3E2 and that for p is p0 = - E2. We plot all 
the observable of this case in Figure 2. 
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4. Concluding remarks 
We have analyzed the behaviour of a 
Lorentz's 'extended electron' within the 
framework of general theory of relativity and 
observed that conformal motions do admit 
historically important 'electromagnetic mass' 
models To do so we have studied three 
special cases, viz , (1) P = ~ P , (2) 
*&=*- and (3) 8;rp~E2=p0 The 
o 
& 
GB = <Tft 
8 O 
CO 
results of the present investigations are, in 
a nutshell, as follows 
Case-I It has been observed that vanishing 
charge density a makes <^ 0 = 0 = C4 This 
immediately implies E2 = 8xp = -8/rp 
= l/2r2 and el = e~A = 0 Thus, all the 
physical parameters, including the total 
gravitational mass m, vanish due to vanishing 
charge These results imply that EMM 
model admitting conformal motion under the 
constraint C4 < V3/2q 
Case-ll Here the expression for the total 
charge being q(a) = V^a3 we observe that 
for cr0=0 the constant >A(=16^2cro/9) 
becomes zero This readily implies that for 
the gravitational mass to vanish the 
condition to be imposed here is C5 = l/2a2 
whereas for the energy density and fluid 
pressure this is C5 = ± l/6r2 Hence, we get a unique condition for EMM model which 
can be expressed as rcntlcal = a/V3 This suggests that not the mass of the entire charged 
sphere rather only a radius up to 0 57a is of electromagnetic in origin and the rest of the 
mass in the form of the shell is of ordinary gravitational mass In this connection we 
would like to mention that in the framework of general theory of relativity the electron-like 
spherically symmetric distribution of matter must contain some negative mass density 
[32-35] Bonnor and Cooperstock [33] argue that the negativity of the gravitational mass 
and hence negative energy density (p<0 ) for electron of radius a - 10~16 is consistent 
with the Reissner-NordstrOm repulsion 
Case-Ill We observe that for E2 = 8rp, the constant pressure term p0 is zero For the 
case E2 *§np we have an upper limit on the choice of p0 such that p0 = 8 a p - E 2 
1 2 3 
r(cm) * 10-16 
Figure 2 The upper middle and lower panels 
represent plots for Snp Bxp and e The solid, 
dashed, long-dashed and chain curves correspond 
t o p 0 = 0 0 10 20 and 2 5 crrr2 respectively 
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< 5/2a2 . The lower limit being 0 we should limit p0 between 0 and 5/2a2. It can then be 
observed that for the condition p0 = 5/2a2 the gravitational mass is of electromagnetic in 
origin whereas for P the condition is p0 = 3E2 and that for p is p0 = - E2. 
Besides the above discussions we would also like to make here the following comments 
which appear very much relevant in connection to the present investigations : 
(1) The equation of state in the form p + p = 0 is discussed by Gliner [41] in his 
study of the algebraic properties of the energy-momentum tensor of ordinary matter through 
the metric tensors and called it the p -vacuum state of matter. It is also to be noted that 
the gravitational effect of the zero-point energies of particles and electromagnetic fields 
are real and measurable, as in the Casimir Effect [42]. According to Peebles and Ratra 
[43], like all energies, this zero-point energy has to contribute to the source term in 
Einstein's gravitational field equation. 
(2) In the Introduction we have mentioned that it is appropriate to use inheritance 
symmetry to search for the natural relation between geometry and matter. As a well 
known inheritance symmetry we, therefore, exploit here the symmetry under conformal 
killing vectors. The features with non-null CKV, as obtained in the present work, show 
that electron has some probable inheritance symmetry. 
(3) In the present investigation we have employed the conformal motion technique in 
connection to electron-like micro-particle under the 4-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell space-
time. We, therefore, feel that it may also be possible to extrapolate the present investigation 
to the astrophysical bodies, specially quark stars, admitting a one-parameter group of 
conformal motions. On the other hand, the present investigation with 4-dimensional space-
time can be extended to the higher dimensions to see the features with conformal motions. 
(4) It is argued by Gr<|>n [44,45] that the negative mass and the associated gravitational 
repulsion is due to the strain of the vacuum because of vacuum polarization. He also 
argues that if a vacuum has a vanishing energy, then its gravitational mass will be negative 
and the observed expansion of the Universe may be explained as a result of repulsive 
gravitation. It may also be pointed out that according to Ipser and Sikivie [46] domain 
walls are sources of repulsive gravitation and a spherical domain wall will collapse. To 
overcome this situation the charged "bubbles' with negative mass keep the wall static and 
hence in equilibrium. 
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